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Abstract. The ﬁnger skin contains a variety of receptors, which provide multiple tactile sensing channels. When
a ﬁnger touches the surface of an object, people can simultaneously perceive curvature, texture, softness,
temperature, and so on. However, in most of research activities, the designed haptic feedback devices can only
focus on a certain channel. In this paper, the rendering of curved and periodic textured surfaces involving two
channels, i.e., curvature and texture, was studied. Two psychophysical experiments were conducted to
investigate whether the coupling of kinesthetic feedback of curvature and tactile feedback of texture could
reproduce curved and textured surfaces with high ﬁdelity. The results showed a deviation of the point of
subjective equality values in terms of curvature and roughness, indicating that the curvature rendering and
texture rendering have an impact on each other. Therefore, it is necessary to correct the bias when making
virtual rendering. The inﬂuence of curvature on texture rendering is reduced by recalculating and adjusting the
spatial period of the synthesized texture in real-time; the inﬂuence of texture on curvature rendering is eliminate
by compensating the force difference between touch on physical strip and artiﬁcial stimulus.
Keywords: Kinesthetic platform / tactile display / curvature perception / texture perception

1 Introduction
Curvature and texture are two haptic attributes of rigid
objects, and these are correlated to the geometry of proﬁle
and the rugged surface, respectively. Three shape descriptors for object proﬁles are available to human sensing
channels through touch, namely, height difference, attitude
difference, and local curvature [1], which are also called
position, slope (orientation), and local curvature [2]. They
are termed zeroth-, ﬁrst-, and second-order shape descriptors, respectively. Pont et al. [1] have proven the importance
of ﬁrst-order information in curvature rendering by using
physical stimuli. Dostmohamed and Hayward [3] have
designed a haptic device through controlling the orientation
of a ﬂat surface on which the ﬁngertip was placed, and found
that the ﬁrst-order information can generate curvature
perception through passive and dynamic touch. Wijntjes
et al. [2] have reported that the discrimination thresholds
have no signiﬁcant differences between only the ﬁrst-order
information is available and both the zeroth- and ﬁrst-order
* e-mail: tao.zeng@xmu.edu.cn

information are available. In summary, the ﬁrst-order
information dominates the curvature perception. Following
the principle, a number of shape-rendering devices were
proposed by controlling the orientation of a ﬂat surface
beneath the ﬁngertip to respect the ﬁrst-order information,
i.e., the slope [4–11].
As for texture, it is well documented that the roughness
is the dominant element in texture perception [12–16].
Studies on roughness have matured, that is, the physiological elements related with roughness perception are well
understood. Researchers have studied the receptors, e.g.,
Pacinian, Meissner, Merkel, and Rufﬁni, that record
mechanical stimuli in the skin and tactile responses of
the cranial nerves to different object surfaces [17,18].
Accordingly, many tactile devices have emerged, such as
the Scalable Latching display based on shape memory
polymer membrane [19], the StimTac based on squeeze ﬁlm
effect [20], the TeslaTouch based on electrovibration [21],
the Electrotactile display based on current stimulation
[22], the Electroactive interface based on silver nanowire
electrodes [23], the Touch-sensitive visual display based on
polymer waveguides and microactuator array [24], and
among others.
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1.1 Previous work
In previous studies the curvature and texture were often
considered as independent study subjects. Few studies
have combined the two to simulate 3-dimensional shapes
[5,7,25–29]. In such studies, however, the problem of
mutual inﬂuence between them was not addressed. In [7],
the proposed device consisted of two controllers, i.e.,
Normal Touch (for rendering object shape using a tiltable
and extrudable platform) and Texture Touch (for
rendering the texture through a 4  4 matrix of actuated
pins). The two modules worked together to identify
speciﬁc shapes. However, each module may have an
impact on the other because of the complex cutaneous
feedbacks at the ﬁngerpads resulting from the richness of
mechanoreceptors found in the ﬁngerpads. In addition, as
the ﬁnger is ﬁxed in a thimble or aperture, touch becomes
nonactive, which limits users’ exploration into the
curvature and texture. In [28,29], the authors tried to
combine tactile and kinesthetic feedback to render texture
and shape. However, these works were still in the initial
stage, and the interaction between texture and shape is
not addressed.
1.2 Aims of the study
The study serves two goals. One is to gain knowledge
regarding haptic perception of curved and textured surface.
By contrast, smooth curved surface and ﬂat textured
surface were well studied. We investigate originally
whether the coupling of kinesthetic and tactile feedback
could reproduce curved and textured surfaces with high
ﬁdelity. Here, the kinesthetic feedback of curvature and
tactile feedback of texture employ mature technical
solutions. For all that, we designed a kinesthetic platform
with high accuracy, large rotation range and high
curvature rendering ability to produce curved shape
stimuli and a transparent texture-rendering plate with
large work space to produce texture stimuli.
If, for a general application, the curvature rendering
and texture rendering inﬂuence each other during the
reproduction of curved and textured surface and result in a
reproduction failure, then it leads to the second goal which
is to ﬁnd the methods that are available to render curved
and textured surface haptically.
1.3 Approach

Fig. 1. Proposed system to produce curved and textured surface
stimuli. A is the texture-rendering plate that has two functions: one is
as texture display for texture rendering; the other is as oriented plate
for curvature rendering. B1, B2, and B3 are servo motors
(MSMD5AZG1U, Panasonic Inc.). C1, C2 and C3 are lead screws
(SFSR1610, Chuanwei Inc.) and terminal connector. The servo
motors and lead screws form the servo mechanisms to elevate,
translate, and rotate the texture-rendering plate. D1, D2, and D3
are motor controllers (A5, Panasonic Inc.). E is piezoelectric
actuator.

2 Proposed system and algorithm
2.1 Kinesthetic platform design

The study combined the oriented-plane curvature reproduction and the squeeze ﬁlm effect-based texture reproduction
to simulate curved and textured surfaces. The former makes
the synthesized shape assume a ﬂexible curvature with
strong rigidity. In particular, the exploring behavior of user’s
ﬁnger is allowed to be active and dynamic [9,11], which is a
necessary condition for texture reproduction based on
squeeze ﬁlm effect [20]. Consequently, this study proposes
a kinesthetic platform to elevate, translate, and orient a
texture-rendering plate which is based on squeeze ﬁlm effect.
The user can actively and dynamically explore the plate to
simultaneously achieve curvature and roughness sensation
with a large work space.

A kinesthetic platform to produce curved shape stimuli was
designed, as presented in Figure 1. Two independently
sliding lead screws and two servo motors decouple the x and y
direction movements. The third servo motor drives the endeffector to rotate around the z axis, leading to large rotation
range and reproducing the stimuli with desired curvature.
The platform is closed loop system and a PID control is used.
In accordance with the oriented-plane reproduction, this
platform changes skin and muscle deformation at the
ﬁngertip by controlling the indentation depth between its
ﬂat end-effector and the ﬁngerpad, with respect to the
dominant cue for curvature perception, i.e., the ﬁrst-order
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position of the ﬁnger in real time, and then paste them to a
7-inch visual screen of a consumer product to achieve visual
and tactile sensation together.
The tactile display was designed based on squeeze ﬁlm
effect. This display was formed by a transparent and thin
glass whose backside glued two lines of piezoelectric
ceramics to excite the plate into bending resonance. Each
piezoelectric ceramic has n resonance frequencies (fr), and
the resonance frequency of standing wave mode is the
resonance frequency. The material properties of rectangular piezoelectric ceramics cut by laser are prone to change,
thus an impedance analyzer was used to measure their
impedance. Figure 3b presented the impedance diagram of
one typical ceramic in which several resonance frequencies
were more than 25 KHz (the least frequency for generating
squeeze ﬁlm effect [20]). The relation between frequency
and half wave length is expressed in (6).
The piezoelectric ceramics were attached to both edges of
the glass [32]. Modal analysis of glass plate plus piezoelectric
ceramics was done, as depicted in Figure 3c. It shows that the
resonance frequency of the device was 33.906 kHz and the
half wavelength was 11.41 mm approximately. Evaluating
the validation of this plate in the texture perception is also
included in the following experiments (condition T in
Experiment 1 and condition T’ in Experiment 2).
This system can meet the requirement of making active
and dynamic touch. The user is free to move his/her ﬁnger
forward and backward along plate surface to simultaneously perceive the curvature and texture sensation on a
large work space.
2.3 Algorithm

Fig. 2. Evaluation of the kinesthetic platform. (a) on x-axis
horizontal motion; (b) on z-axis vertical motion; (c) on rotary
motion around y-axis.

information, at the simulation of curved surfaces through
passive and static touch [2], or the combination of zeroth- and
ﬁrst-order information at the simulation of curved surfaces
through active and dynamic touch. Kinesthetic validation of
this platform is proved in Figure 2 and experimental
validation in the curvature perception is included in the
following experiments (condition C in Experiment 1 and
condition C’ in Experiment 2). Because the translation and
rotation velocities of the platform can’t be inﬁnitely fast and
the ﬁngerpad has a certain area, the platform can’t simulate
the geometry with complex surface curve or too fast
curvature change or too high curvature.
2.2 Texture-rendering plate design
In consideration of the synchronous reproduction of texture
and curvature, a texture-rendering plate was used as the
end-effector (see Fig. 1, marked by A). The plate has a rigid
and ﬂat surface, which could display the ﬁne texture based
on ﬁlm squeeze effect [20,30,31] and the curvature based on
the oriented-plane curvature reproduction. The layout of
this plate was shown at Figure 3a. The tactile display was
attached to a 7-inch capacitive touchpad to measure the

To respect the slope and slip cue in curvature rendering, the
plate is oriented, translated and elevated to make the
sliding trajectory coincide with the proﬁle of the strip when
the ﬁnger slide on the plate. Figure 4 illustrates the control
method, where c is the curvature, r is the radius, d is the
half length of the strip, (o,-h) is the center coordinate, (x, y)
is the ﬁngertip contact point, and b is the intersection of the
plate and y axis. According to Pythagorean theorem, the
circle and h can be expressed as
 2
1
2
2
; d  x  d; y > 0:
ð1Þ
x þ ðy þ hÞ ¼
C
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

1 2
h¼
 d2 :
C

ð2Þ

For a deﬁnite curvature, h is a ﬁxed value.
In order to obtain the slope of the plate at (x, y) and the
intersection point of b, the derivative of (1) is obtained by using
" 
# 1
2
dy
1 2
¼ x
 x2
; d  x  d:
ð3Þ
dx
C
The point-slope form straight-line equation for the plate
is given by
dy
x þ b;
ð4Þ
y¼
dx
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where b is obtained by
b¼y

dy
x; d  x  d; y > 0:
dx

ð5Þ

When x, y, slope, and b are obtained, the plate can be
controlled to respect the ﬁrst-order information and the
slip cue (by zeroth-order information).
At texture rendering, the resonant frequency of the
device can be estimated by the ﬁrst natural frequency of a
simply supported plate of the half wavelength (l/2) [20]
and is negatively correlated with the half wavelength which
can be expressed by the following equation:

 sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p 2 Gb
ð6Þ
fn ¼
l=2
Mb
where fn is resonant frequency, Mb is the total surface mass,
Gb is the bending rigidity. For making sure that the
resonant frequency is greater than 25 kHz, the maximum
value of the half wavelength is 20.87 mm.
In order to perceive and distinguish texture information, the vibration amplitude of the plate must be greater
than 1 mm [20]. The vibration amplitude of the display is
the dynamic deﬂection which is positively correlated with
the half wavelength and can be expressed by the following
equation [20]:
wdyn

Fig. 3. Design and characteristics of texture-rendering plate.
(a) Layout of the plate. (b) Impedance diagram of typical
piezoelectric ceramic. fr1, fr2, fr3, fr4, and fr5 are equal to 22.95,
25.31, 28.32, 32.06, and 34.71 KHz, respectively. The ceramic
resonates at these frequencies as marked in red circles. (c) Modal
analysis of glass plate and piezoelectric ceramics together to show
standing wave.

  

3 d31 V z l 2
1  2f 0
¼ Qm
16 hp 2 2
1  3f 0 þ 3f 0 2

ð7Þ

where wdyn is dynamic deﬂection, Qm is mechanical quality
factor which represents the energy consumption of
piezoelectric ceramic due to overcoming internal friction
during resonance, d31 is piezoelectric strain constant which
characterizes the polarization (voltage) of a piezoelectric
ceramic under pressure, Vz is a supply voltage of
piezoelectric ceramics, hp is the thickness of piezoelectric
ceramics, f0 is the ratio of the height of the neutral surface
to the thickness of the piezoelectric ceramic. The
mechanical properties of the plate are given in Table 1.
For making sure that the dynamic deﬂection is greater than
1 mm for human perception, the minimum value of the half
wavelength is 8.26 mm.

3 Evaluation
Two experiments were carried out to test the rendering
effect. The discrimination thresholds and the perception
biases in terms of curvature and roughness were measured.
3.1 Experiment 1

Fig. 4. Illustration of virtual shape and the control of oriented
plate. c is the strip curvature, r is the radius, d is the half length of
the strip, (o, h) is the center coordinate, (x, y) is the ﬁngertip
contact point, and b is the intersection of the plate and y axis.

The purpose is to investigate (1) whether the designed
kinesthetic platform could render curvature well; (2)
whether the designed tactile plate could render texture
well; (3) whether the combined system could render
curvature well when texture rendering exists at the same
time; (4) whether the combined system could render
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of the texture-rendering plate.
Parameters

Values

Length, width and height of the glass
Length, width and height of the piezoelectric ceramic
Mechanical quality factor Qm
Piezoelectric strain constant d31
Thickness of piezoelectric ceramics hp
Young modulus of glass
Moment of inertia of the cross-section
Ratio of the height of the neutral surface to the thickness of piezoelectric ceramic fo
Total surface mass Mb
Bending rigidity Gb

194  100  1.1 mm
11  9  1 mm
75
171  1012C/N
1 mm
7e10Pa
0.975e–12 m4
1.05
10.16 kg/m2
12.39 N · m2

texture well when curvature rendering exists at the same
time. The discrimination performances were examined by
using a Just Noticeable Difference (JND) measurement
[33]. In psychophysics, the JND (or “Difference Threshold”)
is the minimum amount by which stimulus intensity must
be changed in order to produce a noticeable variation in
sensory experience. The smaller the JND is, the higher
render sensitivity is achieved. Four stimuli conditions
C, CT, T, and TC were applied and they were deﬁned
according to the used stimuli as presented in subsection b.
Two scales of curvature were considered: the low curved
and the high curved. For C and CT, we examined whether
the added texture will change the difference threshold
compared with curvature perception only. For T and TC,
we examined whether the added curvature will change
the difference threshold compared with pure texture
perception.
3.1.1 Subjects
Ten volunteers (half males and half females) participated
in this experiment. They were aged 20–28 and were
undergraduate or graduate students. Using a modiﬁed
version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [34], we
ensured that all the selected subjects use their dominant
hand to explore the stimuli surface while performing the
task. Baseline testing veriﬁed that they were sensitive to
tactile cues. All of them were naïve to the purpose of the
study.
3.1.2 Stimuli
The stimuli were all synthesized shapes or textures
rendered by the proposed system as described in Table 2
and Figure 5. In condition C, the stimuli were the simulated
truncated circular proﬁles that had constant curvatures.
Two sets of curvatures were employed: one was 1.0 ± {0,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} m1 for the low curved stimuli (such
as 2–2 m1 in [2], 4–4 m1 in [1], and 0–2 m1 in [9]) and
one was 20 ± {0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.0} m1 for the high
curved stimuli (such as 33.3 m1 in median in [35], 33 m1 in
median in [36], and 10.61 m1 in median in [11]). In condition

CT, the stimuli were those in condition C mapped on a
ﬁxed texture pattern, which had a 4-mm spatial period. In
condition T, the stimuli were textures with spatial period in
4 ± {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} mm. In condition TC, the stimuli
were those in condition T curved with 1 or 20 m1 curvature.
A total of seven kinds of stimuli were presented. They were
the synthesized shapes with curvature only (low curved,
under condition C), with curvature only (high curved, under
condition C); with curvature plus texture (low curved, under
condition CT), with curvature plus texture (high curved,
under condition CT), with texture only (under condition T),
with texture plus curvature (low curved, under condition
TC), and with texture plus curvature (high curved, under
condition TC)), respectively.
3.1.3 Procedure
To eliminate the effects of possibly uncontrolled cues, a
block design was applied, wherein the orders of four
conditions and seven kinds of stimuli were counterbalanced. Within each block, each test stimulus was
randomly selected to form a pair with the reference
stimulus. The order of test and reference stimuli and the
order of the low curved stimuli and high curved stimuli
were counterbalanced. The subjects were asked to perceive
the stimuli and compare the curvature magnitudes and
texture spatial periods. During the experiment, no
feedback was given to the subjects. Before the experiment,
we veriﬁed through a pilot testing that the subjects had a
clear notion of what a high curvature magnitude and what
a large texture spatial period meant.
The tasks were as follows. Firstly, each subject was
asked to position his/her ﬁnger on the texture-rendering
plate surface and to move the ﬁnger forward and backward
once along the surface to perceive the curvature or the
texture; secondly, the subject had to judge which of two
stimuli was “more curved” or “more rough” by responding
“the ﬁrst one” or “the second one”. A two-alternativeforced-choice task was employed in which the subject was
forced to make a choice even if he/she could not detect a
difference. They were seated behind a curtain and wore a
pair of headphones to prevent the visual and auditory
interference.
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Table 2. Description of conditions and stimuli in Exp. 1.
Condition

C

CT
T

Nature of stimuli

Stimuli description

Virtual;
Low curved
Virtual;
High curved
Virtual;
Low curved
Virtual;
High curved
Virtual

Simulated curved shapes (their prototype was showed in Fig. 2a).
Their curvatures were 1.0 ± {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} m1
Simulated curved shapes (their prototype was showed in Fig. 2a).
Their curvatures were 20 ± {0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.0} m1

Virtual;
Low curved
Virtual;
High curved

TC

Those in condition C mapped on texture grating with 4 mm spatial period
(their prototype was showed in Fig. 2b)
Simulated textures with spatial period in 4 ± {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} mm.
Their prototype was showed in Figure 2c
Those in condition T curved with 1 m1 curvature
Those in condition T curved with 20 m1 curvature

Fig. 5. The stimuli. (a) A PVC strip with smooth surface. It is
the prototype shape in Experiment 1 and one of the real reference
stimuli in Experiment 2. (b) A PVC strip with textured surface. It
is the prototype shape in Experiment 1. (c) A texture model
(Gratings are single sided copper on printed circuit boards). It is
the prototype shape in Experiment 1 and one of the real reference
stimuli in Experiment 2.

The total comparison conducted by each subject was
840 (7 kinds of stimuli  10 test stimuli  12 repetitions).
The experiment was performed in six sessions, each
consisting of four blocks. Three blocks consisted of 40
trials each (two kinds of stimuli  10 test stimuli  2
repetitions). One block consisted of 20 trials (one kind of
stimuli  10 test stimuli  2 repetitions). The sessions were
separated by 20 min, and each subject spent about 3 h and
half on average.
3.1.4 Results
To make comparisons under different dimensions and
numerical ranges, the Weber fraction was computed based
on JND measurements for the four conditions, as presented
in Figure 6b. The Weber fraction can be measured
graphically from a psychometric function [37]. The
psychometric function is given by
cðx; a; b; g; lÞ ¼ g þ ð1  g  lÞF ðx; a; bÞ

ð8Þ

where F (x ; a ; b) = 1 exp [ (x/a) b] , 0  x < ∞, x is the
psychometric variable to be measured, F is Weibull
function for ﬁtting, and a and b are the ﬁtting parameters.

g and l were set to zero because the result scale was [0,1]
and the lapse of subjects was heavily diminished. Figure 6a
shows a representative example of data points and the
psychometric function that was ﬁtted to these data points.
The JND for each reference shape was deﬁned as the
average of JNDL and JNDU.
Under separate simulation, for the curvatures of the low
and high curved stimuli (condition C), their discrimination
thresholds are 46.8% (0.468 m1) and 9.9%, respectively.
These data are consistent with those reported in previous
virtual curvature rendering studies, such as about 0.6 m1
in [2], 0.45 m1 in [9], and 6.8% in [11]. For the texture
(condition T), its discrimination threshold is 9.5%, which is
also consistent with that reported in the literature, such as
8.1% in [38]. Thus, the proposed device can separately
distinguish the curvature or texture with high ﬁdelity.
In order to evaluate the effect of presence of texture on
curvature rendering, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed in which the condition (C and CT) and stimuli
type (low curved and high curved) were used as the factors.
ANOVA is to remove the quotient of the mean square
within the group (i.e. F value) with the mean square
between the groups and compare it with 1. If F value is
close to 1, it means that there is no statistically signiﬁcant
difference between the mean values of each group. If F
value is far greater than 1, it means that there is
statistically signiﬁcant difference between the mean values
of each group. P is the conﬁdence interval of the calculated
test statistic F. Only when the value of the given critical
value is less than P (generally 0.05), this decision is
desirable. It showed that there was no signiﬁcant difference
between conditions C and CT (F1, 36 = 0.813; p = 0.373),
and there was a signiﬁcant difference between low curved
stimuli and high curved stimuli (F1, 36 = 186.872;
p < 0.001). A one-way repeated ANOVA was conducted
to evaluate the effect of presence of curvature on texture
rendering. It showed that there was a signiﬁcant effect
among conditions T, low curved TC and high curved TC
(F2, 27 = 3.379; p = 0.0489). Furthermore, Bonferroni
correction t-test showed a signiﬁcant difference between
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perceived as being curved or not as real one. Similarly,
neither the similar discrimination thresholds between
conditions T and TC using low curved stimuli nor the
different discrimination thresholds between conditions T
and TC using high curved stimuli could indicate whether
curvature had an effect on texture rendering. Therefore, we
performed Experiment 2 to compare synthesized stimuli
with real ones to answer the questions. The point of
subjective equality (PSE) [39] between the real and
synthesized shapes/textures was measured by using the
method of constant stimuli, in which a real strip/texture
was used as the reference stimulus, and the synthesized
shapes/textures were used as the test stimuli. The closer
the PSE is to the reference value, the better the rendering
effect.
This experiment employed only the high curved stimuli
in terms of curvature, because the results of Experiment 1
showed that the effect of curvature on texture discrimination threshold using high curved stimuli was relatively
more signiﬁcant than that using low curved stimuli.
3.2.1 Subjects
A new group of ten naïve subjects was recruited (six males
and four females aged 19–30), using the same criteria as
that in Experiment 1.
3.2.2 Stimuli

Fig. 6. (a) An exemplary ﬁgure on an individual psychometric
ﬁt. (b) Results of Exp.1. Weber fractions for the discrimination
threshold of tactile cues under four conditions, where the diamond
sign denotes using low curved stimuli, the cube sign denotes using
high curved stimuli, and the circle sign denotes using texture
stimuli only.

conditions T and high curved TC (t9 = 2.958;
p = 0.016 < 0.025) and no signiﬁcant difference between
conditions T and low curved TC (t9 = 1.617; p = 0.140).
3.1.5 Discussion
The results (in terms of JND) indicate that (1) the platform
can render curvature well under separate simulation; (2)
the plate can render texture well under separate simulation; (3) the combined system could render curvature well
with the presence of texture rendering; (4) the combined
system could render texture well with the presence of low
curvature rendering, but not in the presence of high
curvature rendering.
3.2 Experiment 2
As no signiﬁcant differences of discrimination thresholds
between conditions C and CT was observed, it indicates
that the roughness had no obvious effect on curvature
rendering sensitivity. However, the results could not
indicate whether the roughness had an effect on curvature
rendering, i.e., the synthesized shapes were actually

Two real models were used as reference stimuli. One was a
smooth strip with curvature C = 20 m1 and length
L = 80 mm (see Fig. 5a). The other was a textured surface
model with spatial period SP = 4 mm (see Fig. 5c). The test
stimuli were the synthesized shapes with curvature only,
curvature plus texture, texture only, and texture plus
curvature, corresponding to condition C’, CT’, T’, and
TC’, respectively. In conditions C’ and CT’, the test
curvatures were 20 ± {0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.0} m1. In
condition CT’, all the synthesized shapes were textured
with the constant spatial period SP = 4 mm. In conditions
T’ and TC’, the test spatial periods were 4 ± {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, 1.0} mm. In condition TC’, all the synthesized surfaces
were curved with the constant curvature C = 20 m1.
3.2.3 Procedure
The procedure was similar with that in Experiment 1. In
each trial, a pair of stimuli, i.e., a reference strip and a
synthesized curved shape, or a reference textured surface
and a synthesized textured shape, was presented to the
subject who had to decide which one felt like it had larger
curvature or higher roughness. The investigation purposes
for each pair of reference and test stimuli were listed in
Table 3. The reference stimulus was positioned at a ﬁxed
distance near the platform. Four conditions were
measured in blocks and counterbalanced within the
subject group.
A comparison of 528 trials (4 conditions  11 test
stimuli  12 repetitions) for each reference-test pair was
conducted. The experiment was performed in six sessions,
each session consisting of four blocks. A block consisted of
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Table 3. Investigation purposes for each pair of reference and test stimuli in Exp. 2.
Reference stimulus

Real curved strip

Test stimuli

Investigation

Virtual shapes (C’)

Whether rendered shape is actually perceived
as being curved without presence of texture
Whether rendered shape is actually perceived
as being curved with presence of texture
Whether rendered texture is actually perceived
as being rough without presence of curvature
Whether rendered texture is actually perceived
as being rough with presence of curvature

Virtual textured shapes (CT’)
Virtual textures (T’)

Real textured surface

Virtual curved textures (TC’)

Fig. 7. Results of Exp. 2. Individual perceptual biases. (a) under
Conditions C’ and CT’; (b) under Conditions T’ and TC’.

22 trials (1 condition  11 test stimuli  2 repetitions). The
sessions were separated by 20 min, and the whole experiment
time for each subject lasted about 3 h on average.
3.2.4 Results
The PSE was obtained at the value at which the
psychological function value was equal to 0.5. In the result
analysis, the emphasis was placed on the perceptual bias m,
i.e., the difference between the reference value and the
PSE. If a positive bias is achieved, it means that
the simulated shape was felt more curved or rougher than
the real one; if a negative bias is achieved, it’s the opposite.
Figure 7 presents the individual perceptual biases under
four conditions. Paired t-test showed a signiﬁcant difference between the conditions C’ and CT’ (t9 = 3.770;
p = 0.0044) and between the conditions T’ and TC’
(t9 = 2.469; p = 0.0356).

bias, indicating that the subjects had not systematically
judged a rendered shape to have lower or higher curvature
than a real shape. Thus, the proposed platform can
reproduce the curvature with high ﬁdelity. In comparison,
under condition CT’, with texture rendering at the same
time, almost all of the subjects (except for subject 4)
showed negative biases, indicating that the subjects had
systematically judged a rendered shape to have lower
curvature than a real shape. The results demonstrated that
the presence of texture led participants to underestimate
curvature. Under conditions T’ and TC’, the results
showed similar phenomenological rendering effects (six
subjects showed negative biases and four subjects showed
positive bias vs. all of the subjects showed negative biases).
To sum up, (1) the platform can render curvature well
under separate simulation; (2) the plate can render texture
well under separate simulation; (3) the combined system
could not render curvature well with the presence of
texture rendering; (4) the combined system could not
render texture well with the presence of curvature
rendering.

4 Elimination of interplay between curvature
and roughness perception
The results of Experiment 1 revealed that the curvature
and texture had no signiﬁcant inﬂuence on each other with
regards the discrimination threshold (except for conditions
T vs. TC using high curved stimuli), whereas the results of
Experiment 2 indicated that the curvature and texture
remarkably inﬂuences each other in terms of reproduction
ﬁdelity. The synthetic surface was not as curved or rough as
the real one, thus failing to support the hypothesis, i.e., the
coupling of kinesthetic and tactile feedback could reproduce curved and textured surfaces with high ﬁdelity.
Therefore, elimination of interplay between curvature and
roughness perception is required in artiﬁcial rendering of
curved and textured surface.

3.2.5 Discussion

4.1 Correct the bias of texture rendering at the
presence of curvature

Under condition C’, the absolute biases are small (within
16.5% of the reference curvature). In addition, six subjects
showed negative biases and four subjects showed positive

As shown in Figure 8a, the contact area of ﬁngertip is
attributed to a line in the lateral direction of ﬁnger, even
though a compression plane is created by pressing the
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Fig. 8. Illustration of (a) the concentration of ﬁngertip on the
texture rendering plate and (b) the generated grating texture
feeling.

ﬁngertip down on the texture rendering plate when a ﬁnger
slides on it. Thus, the ﬁnger can be represented by a vertical
down arrow. The concrete realization is through the
capacitive screen position detection. Because the ﬁnger
movement is a dynamic touch, it ensures the continuity of
position detection after the position is concentrated to a
line, so as to ensure the relative accuracy of position
detection when the ﬁnger pulp position is concentrated to a
line [23,40–42]. When the ﬁnger’s position is at a smooth
area, the high-frequency vibration of the plate produces a
squeeze ﬁlm between the ﬁnger and the plate, which
reduces the friction and gives the user a smooth feeling.
When the ﬁnger’s position is at the rough area, the plate
stops vibrating, and the inherent friction of the surface
makes the user feel rough. The senses of smoothness and
roughness appear alternately, resulting in a grating texture
reproduction, as shown in Figure 8b. When the plate is
placed horizontally and remains stationary, the ﬁnger
sliding distance on the smooth (or rough) area is consistent
with the actual length of the smooth (or rough) area. Thus,
the grating texture is reproduced well, as proved by
Experiment 2 under condition T’.
When texture and curvature are reproduced synchronously, the plate rotates around the z-axis with respect to
the zeroth and ﬁrst-order information, making the ﬁnger’s
sliding path a curved one. The sliding distance on the
smooth (or rough) area is no longer consistent with the
actual length of a smooth (or rough) area. To render
the texture at the presence of curvature with high ﬁdelity,
the interval lengths of smooth area and rough area of the
texture presented on the plate is recalculated as follows.
The sliding distance of the half spatial period of the
texture is calculated according to the ﬁnger sliding
trajectory. We convert the Cartesian coordinate system
into a polar coordinate system (r, u) located at the center of
the circle (0, h), as shown in Figure 9a. The following
equation is obtained:
8
1
>
< x ¼ cos u
C
:
ð9Þ
>
: y ¼ 1 sin u  h
C
According to the above equation, the ﬁnger position x in
the Cartesian coordinate system can be converted to u in
the polar coordinate system.
u ¼ cos1 cx; d  x  d:

ð10Þ

9

Fig. 9. (a) Virtual shape in the polar coordinate system. (b) One
of the sectors whose arc length is the sliding distance
corresponding to the half spatial period of the texture. (o,-h) is
the center coordinate, (x, y) is the contact point, u0 is the angle
between the edge of the sector and the horizontal direction, u is
the angle corresponding to the boundary between rough and
smooth, r is the radius, C is the curvature, b is the half spatial
period of texture, and l0 is the arc length.

The sector with arc length l0 and radius 1/c is shown in
Figure 9b. According to the relation between the arc length
and angle, we can obtain.
l0 ¼ b

1
:
C

ð11Þ

The formula of the angle corresponding to l0 is given by
b ¼ cl0 ;

ð12Þ

where b corresponds to the half spatial period of texture.
Next, we set u0 as the angle between the edge of the sector
and the horizontal direction. The angle corresponding to
the boundary between rough and smooth can then be
deduced as follows:
u ¼ u0 þ kb; k ¼ 0; 1; 2 ⋯ ; u0  u  p  u0 :

ð13Þ

This improved texture reproduction algorithm was
employed in synchronously rendering the texture and
curvature.
Experiment 3 was conducted to evaluate the rendering
scheme. Ten new volunteers were recruited for this
evaluation. The experimental setting was similar to that
in the condition TC’ of Experiment 2. The results were
collected in Figure 10. Under new algorithm, four individuals
obtained positive bias and six individuals obtained negative
bias. It showed that the subjects had not systematically
judged a rendered texture to be rougher or smoother than a
real one. Thus the results indicated that the new method
could reproduce the curved grating texture with much higher
ﬁdelity than that used in the condition TC’ of Experiment 2
(the results showed no positive bias). Furthermore, two
sample t-test showed a signiﬁcant difference between original
algorithm and new algorithm (t18 = 1.805; p = 0.0439).
4.2 Correct the bias of curvature rendering at the
presence of texture
In general, slope (ﬁrst-order information) plays a major role
in curvature rendering, but some nongeometric factors,
such as force, also plays a role. Robles-De-La-Torre and
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Fig. 10. Results of Exp. 3. Individual biases under new algorithm.

Hayward [43] found that a sense of bump or hole can be
obtained when a propulsive or resisting force was applied to
the ﬁngerpad. Drewing and Ernst [44] veriﬁed that force
cue has a higher weight than position cue in the simulation
of small convex shallow arches. In fact, the forces reacted
on ﬁnger when touches on physical strip at presence of
texture is different from that when touches on tactile plate.
Thus, we measured the two forces and developed a ﬁnger
wearable device to compensate force difference.
The force diagram of the physical strip when the ﬁnger
touches on is as shown in Figure 11a, b. FN (strip) and f are
the normal pressure and sliding friction of ﬁnger,
respectively. FN’ (strip) and f ’ are the reaction force on
the strip, and mg is the gravity on the strip. The force
sensor (@ATI Industrial Automation, Inc. NC 27539, USA;
Speciﬁcations: Fx, Fy 300 N; Fz 380 N; Tx, Ty 3.2 Nm; Tz
4.6 Nm) is forced in the direction of Z-axis and X-axis, as
shown in the lower right corner of Figure 11b, where the force
represented by the red arrow is the resultant force of FN’ (strip)
and f ’. Then, the following equation holds.
F N ðstripÞ cos b  f sin b ¼ F zðstripÞ  mðstripÞ g:

ð14Þ

The sliding friction force f has the following relationship
with FN (strip), where m is the sliding friction coefﬁcient.
f ¼ mF N ðstripÞ :

ð15Þ

By combining the above two formulas, FN (strip) is
obtained:
F N ðstripÞ ¼

F zðstripÞ  mðstripÞ g
:
cos b  m sin b

ð16Þ

where, the angle b is determined by the ﬁnger position on
the strip.
The force diagram of the tactile plate when the ﬁnger
touches on is as shown in Figure 11c, d. The plate rotates at
the angular velocity of v. At this time, the force sensor is
stressed in the Z-axis direction. Since the force sensor is also
rotating, the resultant force is a centripetal force Fa, as
shown on the right side of Figure 11d. Then, the following

Fig. 11. Force measurement. (a) on physical strip; (b) illustration of the force on strip; (c) on tactile display; (d) illustration of
the force on tactile display.

equation holds.
F N ðplateÞ þ mðplateÞ g cos b  F zðplateÞ ¼ F a :

ð17Þ

The centripetal force Fa satisﬁes the following constraint:
F a ¼ mðplateÞ Rv2 :

ð18Þ
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Fig. 13. Results of Exp. 4. Individual biases under the condition
with force compensation.

Thus the results indicated that the new method could
reproduce the curvature at the presence of grating texture
with much higher ﬁdelity than that used in the condition
CT’ of Experiment 2 (the results showed only one
positive bias).

5 General discussion
Fig. 12. The ﬁnger wearable device. (a) Outside view;
(b) Schematic of the mechanical design. 1–7 are seven moving
links: 1 is the distal phalange, 2 is the intermediate phalange, 3 is
the proximal phalange, 4 is a linkage, 5 is the L-shaped rigid rod,
6 is a linkage, 7 is the sliding block; A to I are nine pairing
elements: A, B, and C are ﬁnger joints, D, E, F, G, and H are
revolute pairs, I is the guide rail.

By combining the above two formulas, FN (plate) is
obtained:
F N ðplateÞ ¼ mðplateÞ Rv2  mðplateÞ g cos b þ F zðplateÞ

ð19Þ

Then, the force different DFN is obtained:
DF N ¼ F N ðstripÞ  F N ðplateÞ :

ð20Þ

A ﬁnger wearable device was developed to compensate
the force different by lifting or pressing the ﬁnger down, as
shown in Figure 12. It used a piezoelectric linear motor as
the actuator and featured light weight and good transparency.
Experiment 4 was conducted to evaluate the force
compensation. Ten new volunteers were recruited. The
experimental setting was similar to that in the condition
CT’ of Experiment 2, except with the ﬁnger wearable
device. The results were collected in Figure 13. With force
compensation, six individuals obtained positive bias and
four individuals obtained negative bias. It showed that the
subjects had not systematically judged a rendered strip to
have higher or lower curvature than a real one. Two sample
t-test showed a signiﬁcant difference between original
algorithm and new algorithm (t18 = 3.072; p = 0.0036).

The oriented-plane curvature reproduction and squeeze
ﬁlm effect-based texture reproduction were combined to
simulate curved and textured surfaces. This method allows
the ﬁnger to slide on the surface actively and dynamically
with large work space. It is self-controlled touch with
dynamic exploratory ﬁnger movement leading to better
performance than other manners of touch. Such as in [5]
and [25], the ﬁngers were conﬁned to a small space and can
only make passive touch; in [7], the ﬁnger was ﬁxed on a
small surface and can only make static touch; in [26], the
ﬁngers needed to hold the end-effector and cannot move
freely; in [27], a row of pins can only render small curvature.
Results of Experiment 1 showed that the discrimination
thresholds for smooth curved surfaces and ﬂat textured
surfaces were consistent with those reported in previous
studies [2,9,11,38], providing the validation of proposed
device. Furthermore, the results indicated that the
presence of texture didn’t inﬂuence the discrimination
performance in terms of curvature, and the presence of low
curvature didn’t inﬂuence the discrimination performance
in terms of texture (high curvature did). We can conclude
that the coupling of kinesthetic feedback of curvature and
tactile feedback of texture can almost simulate curved and
textured surfaces from the perspective of discrimination
performance. However, the results of Experiment 2 showed
large perception biases in terms of curvature with
synchronously rendering of texture and in terms of texture
with synchronously rendering of curvature. Thus, the
synthesized curved and textured shapes were not perceived
as being curved or rough as real ones.
Therefore, it is necessary to correct the bias when
making virtual rendering of curved and textured surface.
This study solved the perception bias problem in texture
rendering at the presence of curvature by recalculating the
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interval lengths of smooth and rough area of the grating,
and in curvature rendering at the presence of texture by
compensating the force difference between touch on
physical strip and artiﬁcial stimulus.

6 Conclusion
At present, the research activities mainly focus on the
tactile rendering of ﬂat textured surface, while the research
on rendering of curved and textured texture is rare. This
paper studies the tactile rendering of curved and textured
surface, which provides important theoretical basis and
practical experience for the tactile representation of surface
information in the ﬁeld of consumer electronics, such as
virtual simulation of the surface tactility of cultural relics,
the simultaneous perception of object shape and texture in
online shopping.
This research was funded by the Guiding Project of Industrial
Technology Development and Application (Fujian Science and
Technology Project), grant number 2019H0004, the National
Nature Science Foundations of China, grant number 61403320,
and the Knowledge Innovation Program of Shenzhen City
(Fundamental Research, Free Exploration), grant number
JCYJ20170306141926192.
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